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About This Game

Explore and dominate in this new kind of Player Vs. Player sandbox experience, imbued with a unique and free-form base
building system. Scavenge a desert infested with ruins and combine secret items to make your own personalized load-out of

magic spells and armor. You are free to play as you choose; will you live a life of violence and thievery, or will you wander the
desert in search of new friends.

Animyst is being developed in public and all player feedback is seriously considered. Many serious gameplay changes and
updates have come directly from player suggestions. Come join the discussion and influence Animyst as it evolves into a full

PVP MMORPG unlike any other.

-Gear up and get ready to fight quickly, without a grind.
-Wander in a massive, perpetual, single-server open world, together with all other players.

-Craft dozens of powerful spells from gathered ingredients.
-Build a home out of giant stone ruins and craft shrines to receive gifts from the heavens.

-Search for and battle brutal creatures that guard the rarest loot.
-”Reduced-Rage” Partial Full-Loot System.

-No classes. No champions or heroes. Freely customize your character's abilities.
-Full server chat and a unique local speaking system.

-No quests. Few hints. Explore and discover in a world where knowledge is power.
-Full Steam integration, no account creation necessary.

Come experience the future of PVP, drawing from the best in battle royale and persistent world survival games. This game will
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continue to receive frequent updates to add more content including: spells, building pieces, clothing items, as well as, many
gameplay enhancing changes and visual updates.

Make sure to log on for our weekly Wednesday night event at 4pm PST!
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Title: Animyst
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Animyst Games
Publisher:
Animyst Games
Release Date: 2 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i5- 2 Core

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 6 GB available space

Additional Notes: Must have a 64-bit processor and operating system. Game may run below minimum requirements at a
slower frame-rate.

English
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Better Than most, especially for the price!. i bought this game because the world looked interesting and the art looked unique. I
was pleasently surprised to find the game-world very deep. the crafting system is very extensive and the map is F'ing huge! I
actually like just running around and interacting with the world. I just discovered there are portals to warp around the map
which is awesome. I feel like every time I play this game I discover something new.. Quickie Review Machine: Look, don't
expect a LOT from this game. This is being made by two people, on crappy laptops. It's a passion project, you can tell there is a
lot of heart put into this but with the budgets\/resources these guys have don't expect it to compete with Elder Scrolls 6: Skyrim
Extra Special Rainbow Switch Platinum Edition or Fortcraft: King of the Unknown Royale.
Pros:
- Great developers, engaged with their player base through their discord channel and heavily involved in putting out big updates
as often as possible.
- Vast, Open World
- Functional PvP
- Some of the player base meets frequently every week for community gameplay.
- Interesting spells that effect the environment
- Developers plan to add much more content as they grow.

Cons:
- Vast, open world. Vastly empty. Lots of dead time, it may be filled with resources but it's still barren. *Devs plan to continue
adding more, this should become less of an issue with time.
- Some stutter in PvP can make for frustrating physics and difficulty in combat.
- Not enough NPC's *yet, again, the devs plan to make this better with time
- For 2018, this game is pretty basic looking. I think it adds charm, but it undoubtedly will be a turn off to some people.
- Too slow! It would be nice if the default move speed wasn't set to Slug, with the sprint option increasing you to Slug on Crack

It's a fun game, especially with friends. I wouldn't recommend playing alone, you won't enjoy it. But the nice thing is, if you
don't have friends who want to drop $5 to play with you, the discord channel (given to you in the main menu) has some
dedicated players that will, and friendly, active developers that will also give you a good time.. Fun game with huge potential!
Must try!. the game is fun. there's no tutorial you just hit play and spawn. it looks like an old game but everything has physics.
biggest downside is the graphics need work. Animyst is a huge world and easy to pick up and play, most items can be used for
weapons or support and rest can be used to craft better weapons and equipment. It has a nice old school feel to it and has that
eerie humanoid vibe, almost voodoo like.

Pvp in here starts off feeling like your hunting, by following a purple flare that everyone has on them and moving towards said
person to locate and attack them. You have a variety of spells that you can use to attack, defend and also heal yourself while in
combat with another.

The gatherering ascept is pretty easy, just run up to an glowing orb and hit E and its in your inventory and also tells you what
you picked up, pretty much everywhere you go, you will find something of use except in the wide desert areas where things are
lacking of anything but sand.

They are some NPC's\/Mobs to find and attack that surround higher tier items but are limited to dungeon areas which can be
difficult to find. With that said, the huge area can be annoying difficult to traverse because it is so huge and you can get
frustrated feeling like your lost but thankfully you can use a teleport that allows you to go to multiple locations.

Plus you can make bases out of 3 different materials to hold your shrines you so you can gather in peace or even go out and
destroy other ppl's bases and shrines if you like that.

Devs are very active on Discord and communicate often with ppl and show whether they are interested in ideas or not. You will
usually find one of the devs ingame playing along with others, either helping out or attacking you which to me is a good thing
because if a dev is not playing their product why make it. XD

So I have over 300hrs into the game and been playing since late July and this game has changed so much from when I first
started, many of the suggestions put forth by players have been install into the game making it better than before and ofc it can
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still continue to go with the help of others that can help make this game even more fun than it is now. Come join the fun of
helping creating something great!. So much fun
If you like sand you will love this game
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